NOTICE

Andhra Pradesh Brahmin Welfare Corporation

Hyderabad

Sub: ABC – Appointment of Coordinators in Constituency Areas on volunteer basis for a period of one year – Reg.

*****

Andhra Pradesh Brahmin Welfare Corporation invites applications from the interested candidates to work as Coordinator for Constituency area, where the Brahmin Community population is high, on purely volunteer basis.

Following are the roles and responsibilities of a Coordinator:

- Represent the AP Brahmin Welfare Corporation (ABC) and AP Brahmin Cooperative Credit Society (ABC-CS) in the specified Constituency area
- Educate the Community on ABC and ABC-CS Schemes and activities from time to time,
- Liaison with Revenue Department / Endowment Department and identify sites for Andhra Keseari Bhavans, Viswanadha Aramakshetrams and Brahmin Old Age Homes
- Conduct membership drives of ABC-CS,
- Coordinate and educate self-help groups on the schemes of ABC-CS,
- Enable the Brahmin Community to make use of the schemes effectively,
- Facilitate Education Training programs and skill building activities for Brahmin Community,
- Energize the community for improving sense of belonging and pride,
• Coordinate and network with all Brahmin organizations for promotion of ABC activities effectively,
• Keep Head Office and District Coordinator informed regularly of all progress, developments and any other relevant incidents or activities.

Preference will be given to the candidates, who are having the following qualities:

• Non-political
• Should reside in the same Constituency area
• Should have experience in conducting social meetings
• Should have a commitment to the community
• Should have commitment to reach poorest of the poor and help them in raising required resources locally
• Should have capabilities in raising funds for taking up Credit Cooperative Society’s Self Help Group programme.

Interested Candidates may apply online (www.andhrabrahmin.ap.gov.in) with their full details and upload bio-data.